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Abstract

The Maximum Agreement Subtree Problem was posed by Finden and Gordon in 1985, and is as follows: given a set
by the elements of S, find a maximum cardinality subset S,
S={s,,
sz,..., s,,} and two trees P and Q leaf-labelled
of S such that PI S, = Q IS,. This problem arises in evolutionary tree construction,
where different methods or data
yield (possibly) different trees for the same species on which the trees agree. A superpolynomial
time algorithm for
finding a maximum agreement subtree of two binary trees was found by Kubicka et al. In this paper, we will present
an 0(n4.5 log IZ+ V> algorithm to determine
the largest agreement subtree of two trees on n leaves, where V is the
maximum number of nodes in the trees. For the case of trees of maximum degree k, there are two algorithms
presented:
one has running time 0(k!n2 + V) while the other has running time O(k2%z2 log n + V). These
algorithms also apply when the trees are constrained
to be rooted; in this case a maximum agreement subtree is also
constrained
to be rooted. Each of the algorithms we present can be modified to produce a maximum agreement
subtree, rather than computing only the size. Thus, we can solve the search problem in the same running time as
above.
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We begin with some definitions.
A tree T =
(I/(T), E(T)) is a connected
acyclic graph, with
vertex set V(T) and edge set E(T). Given a finite
set S = (si, s2,. . . , s,}, we say that a tree T is
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leaf-labelled by S if there is a bijection
1, : S +
5?(T) between the elements of S and 5?(T), the
leaves of T. We will denote by t ch T that t is
homeomorphic
to a (not necessarily
proper) subtree of T. For t ch T, _Y(t> is identified naturally
with a subset of L?(T), so that l;‘(i) is defined
for i c5?(t). For t zh T, we can define the set of
labels at the leaves of t to be L(t) = {Z;‘(i): i E
-Y(t)}. Given a subset S, of S, TIS, refers to the
minimal homeomorphic
subtree of T containing
all the leaves labelled by elements of S,; in this
tree, nodes of degree two are suppressed.
Given
two trees P and Q each leaf-labelled
by S and
S, c S, we say that PI S, = Q IS, if there is a
graph isomorphism
4 : V(Pl S,) + V( Q IS,) such
that Z;‘(+(Z,(s>>) =s for all s ES,.
Thus, the
mapping
C$ must carry labels to labels. The tree
t = PI S, = Q IS, is called an agreement subtree for
P and Q. Thus, while P and Q may each have
nodes of degree two in them, their agreement
subtrees will not.
When the tree t is rooted, we let r(t) denote
the root of t. We can also then speak of the least
common ancestor of a set of nodes. Given a set
V, z V(T), let Icar
be the node u in the tree
T such that
(1) u lies on every path from a node s E V,
towards r(T), and
(2) if u’ satisfies (11, then u’ lies on the path
from c towards r(T).
We will usually refer to least common ancestors
only of pairs of nodes.
The Agreement Subtree Problem is then as
follows:
Problem: The Agreement
Subtree Problem
Instance: A set S = (s,, s2,. . . , sJ, two trees P
and Q which are leaf-labelled
by S, and an
integer k.
Question: Does there exist a subset S, of cardinality at least k such that PI S, = Q IS,?
This problem
arises naturally
in the application to phylogenetic
tree construction,
where trees
for the same species set may be constructed
in a
variety of ways (either the optimality criteria may
differ, or the trees may be based upon different
data sets).
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The agreement subtree problem was first posed
by Finden and Gordon in 1985 and a method for
finding a subtree on which two binary trees agreed
was presented
[l]. Unfortunately,
the heuristic
did not guarantee
that the subtree would be of
maximum cardinality.
In [3], Kubicka et al. presented an algorithm
for the agreement
subtree
problem on binary trees, which had running time
0(n(1/2+E)‘ogzn). Lower bounds on the minimum
size of the agreement subtree of two n-leaf binary
trees were found by Kubicka et al. in [4]. In this
paper we present the first polynomial-time
algorithm for the problem
of computing
the maximum agreement
subtree of two trees. The algorithm we present has running time O(n4.5 log n
+ VI. For trees of maximum
degree
k we
present
two algorithms:
one has running
time
O(k!n’ + V) and the other has running
time
0(k2.5n2 log n + V).
When the trees P and Q are constrained
to be
rooted, then the definition
of an agreement
subtree t carries the additional
requirement
that t is
homomorphic
to a rooted subtree of P and Q.
Thus, relationships
between least common ancestors of leaves in t must hold in P and Q as well.
Let C$J~: V(t) + V(P) denote the function
mapping t homeomorphically
onto its image in P.
Then the additional
requirement
for rooted trees
is that
lca,(+,(a),

4,(b))

= +p(lcar(aY

b)).

Of course, the same condition
must be true for
the function +e.
The algorithms we give for computing
the size
of the maximum agreement
subtrees of unrooted
trees can be modified for the rooted case, or to
construct the maximum agreement
subtree itself,
with the same running times.

2. Finding
two trees

the maximum

agreement

subtree

of

We now present a dynamic programming
algorithm for finding a maximum agreement
subtree
of two trees on n labelled leaves. For the general
case, the algorithm has running time 0(n4.5 log n
+ V), where V is the number of nodes between
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the two trees. For trees of maximum
degree k,
the running time is bounded by O(k*.‘n* log n +
V). We will also give a variant on the algorithm
for bounded degree trees which has running time
0(k!n2 + 0
The first step of the algorithm is to replace P
and Q, respectively,
by PIS and Qls. This can be
accomplished
in O(V) time, where V is the number of nodes in P and Q, by repeatedly
contracting an edge incident to a degree-two
node until
there are no degree-two nodes left. Thus, the tree
t is an agreement
subtree for P and Q if and only
if it is an agreement
subtree for PIS and Qls.
Therefore,
replacing
P and Q by PIS and Qls,
respectively,
will not cause any problems, we will
henceforth
assume that there are no internal
nodes of degree of two in either P or Q, so that
the number of nodes in P and Q is then linear in
the number of leaves, 12.
The problem we solve in this paper is to compute the maximum k such that P and Q have an
agreement
subtree
on k leaves. We will let
MAST(P, Q) denote
that maximum
value.
If
1S I G 3 so that PI S = QlS, then MASTCP, Q>
= 1S I. The algorithm
we will describe
in the
following section is used only when (S I > 3, in
which case more care is needed to compute the
size of the maximum agreement
subtree.

2.1. Definitions
Let T be an unrooted
tree leaf-labelled
by
s = ($1, s*, . . .) sJ. We will use the term e-subtree
to indicate a subgraph of T which is component
of T - (e) for some edge e E E(T). Each e-subtree is naturally
rooted at the vertex incident to
the deleted edge. The deletion of the root of an
e-subtree
x will create subgraphs
x1, x2,. . . , xm.
These subgraphs are also e-subtrees
by our definition.
Now let p and q be e-subtrees
of P and Q
respectively.
Note that here p and q need not
have the same label set. When two e-subtrees
p
and p’ arise by deleting the same edge from P,
we will say that p and p’ are complementary.
Since PIS = P, there are O(n) e-subtrees
of P,
and similarly there are O(n) e-subtrees of Q. We
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order the e-subtrees of P by inclusion, and compute a linear extension H(P) of this partial ordering. In the same way we construct
the linear
ordering
8(Q) and compute a linear ordering B
on H(P) x H(Q). There are 0(n2> pairs (p, q> in
this order @‘.
2.2. The algorithm
The algorithm
is a dynamic
programming
algorithm,
in that it computes
MST(p,
q) for
each (p, q) E @ only after we have computed
MST(p’,
q’) for all e-subtrees
p’, q’ such that
(p’, q’) precedes
(p, q) in the order @. The
minimal elements (p, q) of the order B are where
p or q is a single
leaf. For these
cases,
MAST(p, q) = 1L(p) n L( q) 1. Thus, we need to
compute the set of labels L(x) which appear in
each e-subtree x. These sets are given by characteristic
vectors,
and can be computed
using
depth-first-search.
The value of MAST(p, q) for
the remaining pairs (p, q) can be determined
in a
somewhat
complicated
manner,
which involves
examining
certain predecessors
in the containment order, and computing a maximum matching
in a weighted bipartite
graph. This is now described.
Let G(p, q) be the weighted version of K,,,
with w(i, j) =MST(p”,
q’>, and let Zf(p, q) be
the weight
of a maximum
matching
in this
weighted bipartite graph.
The value for MAST(p, q) is then given as
follows:
MAST(p, q) = I L(p) n L(q) I if either p or q is
a singleton, else
max{
Y(p,
41, MAST(p,
qi>,
MAST(p,
s*),
. . . ) MAST(p, 49, MST(q,
P’),
MAST(q,
P*>,
. . . ) MAST(q, P’>
1

Note that MAST takes as its arguments
two
rooted trees. Since the input to the Maximum
Agreement
Subtree
may be unrooted,
we will
define the function
A&IX(P, Q> to be the number of leaves in a maximum agreement
subtree of
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P and

Q. The
then set to
max
Pl>P24ll&

i

computation

of k?AX(P,

~ST(P,?

Sl> +MST(P*,

q2)

~~q~,~

q2)

Sl)

+MST(p,,

Q) is

1 ’

where (pi, ~~1 and (qI, qz) are both pairs of
complementary
e-subtrees.
The entire algorithm
thus has the following
structure:
Algorithm:
If 1S ( G 3, then M4X(P, Q) = 1S 1and EXIT. Else
Compute the lists d of pairs (P, q) of e-subtrees as described
above, where
p GP
and q c Q.
For each (p, q) E B Compute MAST(p,
q)
Compute MAX(P, Q)
end of algorithm
2.3. Proof of correctness
We now show that this algorithm
finds the
correct value for the maximum
agreement
subtree of two rooted trees p and q.
Lemma 1. Let p and q be two e-subtrees of P and
Q respectively, and let t be a maximum agreement
subtree of p and q. Then 1L?(t) I= MAST(p, q).
Proof.

=I-qP>I

The

proof

is by strong

induction

on

E

+l-wI>l.

The trees p, q, and
we have subtrees
p’,
and tl, t2,.. . , th. The
that p and q are each

t are each rooted

and thus

p2 ,..., pr, ql, q2 ,..., qs,
base case is where 1 = 2, so
leaves, and MST(p,
q) =

is obviously
correct.
So
IL(P)
nL(q)l,
which
assume true for all pairs of e-subtrees
with at
most 1 leaves between
them, let p, q be given
with I + 1 leaves between them, and let t be a
maximum agreement
subtree of p and q. We will
first show that MAST(p, q) < I _F( t) I.
without
loss of generality,
the
Assume,
value of MAST(p, q) is either
W(p, q) or
MAST(p, qy), for some y. If MST(p,
q) =
W(p, q), then there is a matching in the weighted
bipartite
graph G(p, q) of weight W(p, q). Inductively, the weight of an edge (p’, qj> in that

matching corresponds
to the number of leaves in
an agreement
subtree t(i, j) of pi and qj. Construct the rooted tree T(p, q) by adding a node r
and making the root of each t(i, j) the child of r.
T(p, q) is an agreement subtree of p and q, so

that
s)

Ip(T(p,

= W(P,

q))l<f-Y(t)l.
9) =[~(T(P,

Thus,
q))/<1=.Y’(t)l.

MXST(p,
The

other case is where MST(p,
q) = MST(p,
qy)
for
some
y. In
this
case,
inductively,
MAST(p, qy) = 1_!iY(t’) 1, where t’ is a maximum
agreement
subtree of p and qY. Clearly t’ is also
an agreement
subtree
of p and q, so that
MXST(p, q) = 1_Y( t’) I < 1_F( t) I. Thus, in each
case, MAST(p, q) < I _Y( t) I. To complete
the
proof we only need to show that /_.I!?(t) 16
MST(p,
q), for all p, q.
and vq =$,(r(t>>. If up f
Let up = $,(r(t>)
r(p), then up E Up’) for some i = 1, 2,. . ., r. In
this case, t c,, pi and so I _F( t) I G MAST(p’, q)
< MAST(p, q). Similarly, if vq # r(q), then t ch
q’ for some j= 1, 2 ,..., s, and so I_Y(t)l<
klAST(q’, p) < MST(p,
q). The remaining case
is where up = r(p) and vq = r(q). We will show
that in this case I_%?(t) I G W(p, q), and since
W(p, q) < kMST(p,
q), the assertion
that
1L?(t) I< MXST(p, q) follows.
To complete our proof, we will show that
(1) for each i, there exist a and b such that
4,(t’) G,, pa and 4&t’) zh qb,
(2) if +,(t’)
Lh pa and 4,(t’> zh pa, then i = j,
and
(3) if 4&t’) ch 4’ and $,(tj) s,, qa, then i = j.
We will show that these assertions simply that
t defines a matching in G(p, q) of weight at least
I _P( t ) I. Therefore,
I-Y(t)lGW(p,
41, as required.
To prove these assertions, we will show that if
these conditions
do not hold, then without loss of
generality there exist nodes U, v E V(t) such that
4,(lca,(u,
v)) # lca,(+,(u),
4&v>>, contradicting
that 4P maps t homeomorphically
to a subtree of

P.
For each i = 1, 2,. . . , m there is an a, 1 < a < r
such that +,(r(t’)) = pi E V(p,“). Thus, we can
define the function
P by P(i) = a. Similarly, for
each i = 1, 2,. . . , m there is a b, 1 <b <s such
that 4,(r(t’)> = qi E V(q’), and we can define the
function
Q by Q(i) = b. Therefore,
t i ch p’(‘)
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and t’ ch qQci). Thus assertion (1) is proved. To
prove assertion (2), suppose that P(i) = P(j) = a,
for i + j. Then
lca,(4(r(t’)),

+,(r(t’>))

On the other

<r(p”)

<r(p).

hand,

Thus, it is not the case that lca,(b,(u>,
4,,(u)) =
4,(lca,(u,
u)) for all U, u E t, contradicting
our
assumption.
Thus assertion
(2) is proved. The
proof of (3) follows exactly along the same lines.
To construct
a matching
in G(p, q) having
weight at least 15?(t) 1, select edge (pa, qb> if
and only if for some i, P(i) = a and Q(i) = 6.
These edges form a matching in G(p, q) by conditions (l), (21, (3) above, and t’ is an agreement
subtree of pa and qb of at most w(a, b) leaves.
Thus,
Ip(

= i

Ip(

< i

i=l

G

W(P,

w(P(i),

Q(i))

i=l

s).

Therefore,
1_F’( t) 1G MAST(p, q> for all p, q.
Since I_Y(t)I<MAST(p,
q)<l_Y(t)l
for all
p, q, it follows that MAST(p, q) = (_!Z( t) ( for all
P,

4.

0

We complete the proof of correctness
by showing that the algorithm
correctly determines
the
number of leaves in a maximum agreement
subtree of two unrooted trees.
Theorem 2. The algorithm correctly determines the
size of a maximum agreement subtree for two trees
on n labelled leaves.
Proof. Let P and Q be two trees on n leaves
each, and let T be a maximum agreement
subtree
of P and Q. Note that if IS/ < 3 then PIS and
QlS are identical
(since P and Q are unrooted
trees), and the algorithm will correctly determine
this by setting MAx(P,
Q) = IS (. Now suppose
ISl>4.

81
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We will first show that MAX(P,
Since I S I > 4,
m(P>

Q) < I oE”(T) I.

Q>

= p y;q2{~ST(pl,

s,> +~ST(P,,

I, > 3

q2)jY

where p,, pz and ql, q2 are pairs of complementary
e-subtrees
of P and Q respectively.
Suppose
that
M4X(P,
Q) = MST(p’,
q’) +
MAST(p”, q”), for (p’, p”> and (q’, q”> pairs of
complementary
e-subtrees.
Let t’ be a maximum
agreement
subtree of p’ and q’ and let t” be a
maximum
agreement
subtree of p” and q”. By
the previous
lemma,
MST(p’,
q’) = (_Y( t’) I
and MAST(p”, q”) = I _!?‘(t”) 1. Let t be the unrooted tree formed by adding an edge between
the roots of t ’ and t”. Then

I=Jw>l=I~(t’>l +lW”>l
= MAST( p’, q’) + MST(
=m(P,

p”, q”)

Q).

Since (p’, p”) and (q’, 4”) are both pairs of
complementary
e-subtrees,
t is an agreement
subtreeof
Pand
Q,sothat
I_F’(~)~<I~(T)I.I~
follows that MX(P,
Q> Q I _Y’( T) I. To complete
the proof we show that Ip( T)) <kHX(P,
Q>.
Let eT be an edge in T, and let T - (e} have
e-subtrees
T, and T2 with label sets L(T) = S,
for i = 1, 2. Thus, e defines a partition
of the
label set L(T) into two parts, S, and S,. Since P
and Q both contain homeomorphic
images of T,
each of P and Q must contain edges creating the
same bipartition
on L(T); let these edges be ep
and eQ.
The removal of eF from P creates trees P,
and P,, and similarly we have trees Q, and Q2
created by removing
ec? from Q. Then (P,, P2)
and <Q,, Q2> are both pairs of complementary
e-subtrees. Without loss of generality we can claim
that S, CUP,) n ,!,(Q;>,for i = 1, 2. Thus P, and
Qi each contain a rooted subtree homeomorphic
to Ti, for i = 1, 2. Therefore,
Tj is an agreement subtree
of P, and Qi, for i = 1, 2, and
MST( P,, Qi> > I _Y( T,) 1,by the previous lemma.
Then
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Since 1_ti?(T) 1a MAx(P,
Q) a 1_F( T) 1, it follows that M4X(P,
Q> = 1_Y( T) 1, as stated.
q
2.4. Running time analysis
The initialization
involves computing
all e-subtrees t of
or Q, computing
the label set L(t)
for each e-subtree
computing
the linear
order d. Using depth-first-search,
we can compute L(t) in O(n) time per e-subtree
t, and thus
accomplish the initialization
in 0(n2) time.
When neither p nor q is a single leaf, the cost
of the MST(p,
q) computation
includes the cost
of computing
a maximum matching on the bipartite weighted graph G(p, q). One way to do this
is to use the Gabow and Tarjan algorithm of 121
which has running time O(m&
log(Nn)), where
m is the number
of edges, n the number
of
nodes, and N the maximum weight of an edge.
This results in a cost of 0(n2,’ log n> for the
general case, and O(k2.5 log n) for the case where
each node is constrained
to have degree at most
k. As an alternative,
if k is small enough, the
(k - l)! possible matchings
can each be evaluated, at a cost of O(k) additions
per matching,
for a total cost of O(k!) to find the maximum
matching. The weight W(p, q) of this maximum
matching
is then compared
to r + s <n other
values, where p has r subtrees
and q has s
subtrees, for an additional
cost of O(n) at worst
for the general case, and O(k) for the case where
the degrees are constrained
to be at most k.
Since there are 0(n2> pairs (p, q) of e-subtrees, this costs at worst O(n4.” log n> for the
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general case, and 0(k!n2) or O(k2%z2 log n) for
the case where the degrees in P and Q are
constrained
to be at most k.
The final computation
of selecting the maximum among 0(n2> values involves O(n2) additions, and 0(n2> comparisons.
Thus, the overall
cost of the algorithm is 0(n4.5 log n) for arbitrary
trees P, Q, and either 0(k!n2) or O(k2%z2 log n)
for trees in which all nodes have degree at most
k.
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